
TUNIS: The head of Tunisia’s powerful UGTT
trade union on Thursday rejected International
Monetary Fund conditions for a new loan to bail
out the country’s struggling economy and ques-
tioned the government’s authority to negotiate.
Noureddine Taboubi’s comment came a day after
an IMF official said the global lender is ready to
begin formal talks on a new financial aid package
for Tunisia.

“We reject the conditions set by the IMF, given
Tunisians’ low salaries, lack of means, rising pover-
ty and unemployment,” Taboubi told reporters, a
week after the UGTT staged a nation-wide public
sector strike that saw flights cancelled, public
transport halted and government offices closed.

The North African country, already heavily
indebted and reeling from price hikes on imports
like oil and wheat since Russia invaded Ukraine, is
angling for a two billion-euro loan, according to a
source with knowledge of preliminary talks.

The global lender has conditioned such a bailout
on “ambitious reforms” to rein in public spending
and reform Tunisia’s state-owned companies. But
on Thursday Taboubi rejected “the painful options
they’re talking about”.

“We support reforms, but we don’t share the vision
of reforms supported by this government,” he said.
The IMF’s regional chief Jihad Azour said Wednesday
that the fund was set to begin formal talks on a new
financial aid package “in the coming weeks”.

Economic fallout from the Ukraine war made it
ever more pressing, he said. Tunisia “needs to
urgently tackle its fiscal imbalances” including by
“containing the large civil service wage bill, replac-
ing generalized subsidies with transfers targeting
the poor”, said Azour, a Lebanese economist and
former minister.

He also urged it to open up its economy to pri-

vate sector investment and “(reform) its loss-mak-
ing state-owned enterprises”. The UGTT has
demanded guarantees that publicly owned firms
will remain state property.

Casting doubt 
During a visit to Tunisia this week, Azour met

officials including President Kais Saied, and wel-
comed government plans to start tackling dire eco-
nomic issues. In Wednesday’s statement, he urged
the government to discuss proposed reforms “with
all stakeholders”, echoing previous comments by
IMF officials indicating that UGTT consent was
vital for a bailout deal.

Saied told Azour, during a meeting on Tuesday,
that he “recognised the need to introduce major
reforms” but insisted that such changes must “take
social impacts into account”, according to a state-
ment from the president’s office.

Taboubi cast doubt on the government’s man-
date to negotiate a deal at all. “This government
was appointed temporarily, by decree,” he said.
“When there is a government produced by institu-
tions and elections, it will have the legitimacy to
start negotiations over reforms.”

Saied in July last year sacked the previous
administration and suspended parliament in moves
opponents have called a coup against the only
democracy to emerge from the Arab Spring upris-
ings more than a decade ago.

The UGTT initially backed Saied’s moves but
has become increasingly critical as Saied extended
his power grab. It has also turned down calls to
take part in Saied’s “national dialogue” on the
grounds that it excludes other key actors including
political parties and much of civil society.

The union is not the president’s only domestic
headache. Judges across the country began a strike

on June 6 to protest Saied’s sacking of 57 of their
colleagues and what they called his “continued
interference in the judiciary”.

Saied had in February scrapped an independ-
ent judicial watchdog and replaced it with a body
under his own control, a move critics decried as

his latest blow to democracy. On Thursday,
dozens of judges demonstrated outside the main
courthouse in Tunis to demand their colleagues
be reinstated. Some held up placards demanding
an end to “decree-laws and the destruction of the
rule of law”.  —AFP

Dhaman: Arab nations
attract over 14,443 
foreign projects in 
the course of 19 years
KUWAIT: The Arab
Investment & Export Credit
Guarantee Corporation
(Dhaman) revealed an
improvement in the setting
of Arab countries in the
majority of international
indicators pertinent to the
investment climate during
2021, which positively
reflected on foreign direct
investment projects in the
region during 2021, which
rose by 37% in number to
hit 14,443 projects between
2003-2021 with an estimated total capex of $1.3 trillion. The
projects, which have created nearly two million jobs, were
mainly in the UAE by 41% of the total number of projects
and Egypt by 19% of the capex.

The corporation said in its 37th annual report on the
investment climate in Arab countries for 2022, which was
launched at its headquarters in Kuwait today, that it had
monitored around 100 compound indexes and sub-indices
issued by more than 20 international agencies. They have
revealed a relative improvement in the setting of Arab
countries during 2021 in economic performance indicators,
stability in sovereign and country risk rating indexes and
disparity in indicators of production elements, against a
drop in legislative and regulatory environment indicators.

The corporation’s Director-General Abdullah Ahmad
Al-Sabeeh said in the report that the final result of Arab
settings in international indicators have positively reflected
on foreign direct investments into the region amid expec-
tations of continuing growth in 2022, especially following a
rise in the number of foreign projects by 15% and a hike in
capex by 86% to hit $21 billion during the first four
months of 2022, compared with the same period of 2021,
especially if the reflections of the Russian-Ukrainian war
on the region are eased out.

Dhaman is an independent Arab international corpo-
ration that was established in 1974 under a multilateral
agreement reached by Arab countries. It has been active
in Kuwait since mid-1975. It comprises as members 21
Arab countries and a number of Arab and international
institutions.

‘Economic fallout from Ukraine war made it ever more pressing’

Tunisia trade unions chief 
Taboubi rejects IMF reforms

KUWAIT: In a step designed to strengthen and
consolidate its premier presence in the e-commerce
segment in Kuwait, LuLu Hypermarket, the leading
retailer in the region, launched its largest fulfillment-
center in Kuwait on June 22 at the Agility Logistics
Park in Doha area. 

The center was inaugurated by Municipal
Council member Abdullah Al-Enezi, along with
Directors of Procurement, and Retail Operations at
Lulu Group International, Mujeeb Rehman
Theparambil and Shabu Abdul Majeed respectively.
The event was held in the presence of top manage-
ment of LuLu Hypermarket Kuwait, the CEO Kuwait

and GCC of Agility Logistics Park Nadeer Sakeen,
and a large gathering of shoppers and well-wishers,
as well as leading online bloggers and social media
influencers.

The LuLu Fulfillment Center, which will serve as
the logistics hub for the hypermarket’s growing e-
commerce activity in Kuwait, is expected to
enhance the world-class online shopping experi-
ence for customers in the country.

Occupying an area of over 80,000 square-feet
at the Agility Logistic Park, Doha, the center is
equipped with the latest in storage systems and
smart warehousing technologies that help receive,

organize and store all product categories, from
fresh and frozen foods to other non-grocery prod-
ucts. It has an expansive and modern fleet with
capability to meet the widest possible range of cus-
tomer demands. The facility will act as an exclusive
fulfillment centre for the entire spectrum of online
transactions will serve as the logistics hub for the
group’s growing e-commerce activity in Kuwait.

The cutting-edge solutions employed at the
logistics center assists in the safe, rapid and efficient
dispatch of items to fulfill online customer requests.
Operations of the center is also supported by a large
fleet of specialized transport vehicles equipped with
temperature-controlled compartments that ensure
the quality and freshness of foods transported from
the center to customers’ doors.

The LuLu Fulfillment Center is expected to fur-
ther boost the leadership role that the brand enjoys
in the local and regional retail space.

Virgin Mobile Kuwait 
hosts launch event 
at British Embassy
KUWAIT: After the official launch of its operations
on May 25th, 2022, Virgin Mobile Kuwait held its
launch event and press conference at the British
Embassy to celebrate the inauguration of an iconic
British Telecommunications brand in Kuwait. The
first fully digitalized mobile service provider in the
country shed light on its leading digital services that
will enrich the experience of its clientele with more

data and content offers. 
The conference was held in the presence of the

British Ambassador HE Belinda Lewis, the Minister
of State for Municipal Affairs and Minister of State
for Communications and Information Technology
Affairs, Rana Al Fares, CEO Virgin Mobile Kuwait,
Benoit Janin, CEO Virgin Mobile Middle East &
Africa, Eric Dudman Nielsen, Director General for
Kuwait Direct Investment Promotion Authority,
Sheikh Dr. Meshaal Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah,
Chairman of CITRA, Eng. Salem Al Othaina, as well
as reporters of local newspapers. 

In a message to all those attending, Sir Richard
Branson, founder of the Virgin Group, thanked all the
dignitaries and attendees, and addressed the launch of
Virgin Mobile Kuwait as the fourth mobile operator in

the country that injects bold, fresh and fun offers and
experiences.

“We are very happy to have launched in Kuwait”,
said Benoit Janin, CEO Virgin Mobile Kuwait, said.
“The feedback so far has been great and the people
have been very welcoming. We look forward to rolling
out more services that will appeal to the diverse range
of customers’ needs in the country, from connecting
loved ones, to turbo charging business.

The British Ambassador HE Belinda Lewis added: “I
am delighted to welcome Virgin Mobile to Kuwait.
Virgin is a great example of a strong British brand with
truly global appeal. The whole Virgin Group is associ-
ated with creativity and pushing the boundaries of
innovation: Virgin Mobile Kuwait will embody this
innovative approach.”
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TUNIS: In this file photo taken Noureddine Taboubi, secretary-general of the Tunisian General Labour Union
(UGTT), holds flags of Tunisia and the UGTT as he speaks at the commemoration of the 69th anniversary of the
assassination of its founder Farhat Hached (during the French protectorate period), in the capital Tunis. —AFP

LuLu Hypermarket opens largest 
fulfillment center in Kuwait

India probes biggest
ever bank fraud
MUMBAI: Indian investigators said they are
probing what they believe could be the coun-
try’s biggest-ever lending fraud with 17 banks
allegedly cheated out of around $4.4 billion. The
Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) said it
carried out raids at 12 locations in Mumbai on
Wednesday and recovered “incriminating docu-
ments”.

The target was Dewan Housing Finance Limited
(DHFL) and two brothers, Kapil and Dheeraj
Wadhawan, who are already in custody and being
investigated in several other cases of alleged fraud
involving billions of dollars, reports said. Without
naming the firm, the CBI said it believes the compa-
ny and its executives “cheated a consortium of
banks... to the tune of 346.15 billion rupees” ($4.4
billion). —AFP


